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PAIN  QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

This questionnaire can be used whenever you need to describe what your 

pain feels like or where it is on your body. You could use it when you 

need to see a GP, Consultant, other Health Professional or for benefit 

assessments. 

BEFORE you go to see your GP, Health Professional or Assessor  

1. PRINT OFF pages 2 & 3 of this document.  

2. Complete each page by ticking all the boxes which apply to you 

and then marking the relevant scale and picture. 

3. Take the completed document along to your appointment  

http://www.affasair.org/
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DATE: _____________   

MY PAIN FEELS LIKE 

 (cold) pins and needles ❑ (hot) pins and needles 

 being hit with a hammer ❑ a fresh open wound 

 being cut with a knife ❑ being squeezed hard 

 a rubbing sensation ❑ hot lava from a volcano 

 waves that come and go ❑ constant toothache 

 fire under my skin ❑ sharp spasms 

 an electric shock ❑ being stabbed with a knife 

 a hot iron on my skin ❑ ants crawling under my skin 

 being scalded with hot water ❑ cold/icy sensation 

 a dull ache at my lower back ❑ constant bad sunburn 

 sharp shooting pain down my legs ❑ burning down my back into my legs 

MY TYPE OF PAIN IS: 

 throbbing ❑ tingling 

 intense ❑ coming and going 

 nagging ❑ constant 

 cutting ❑ debilitating 

 pulsating ❑ annoying 

 scalding ❑ grating 

 unbearable ❑ where I had shingles previously 

 shooting ❑ so bad it brings tears to my eyes 

 inconsistent ❑ makes me want to scream 

 itchy ❑ where I had previous surgery 

 nippy ❑ not related to any injury or disease 
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MY PAIN MAKES ME 

 frustrated ❑ unable to sleep 

 irritable ❑ unable to have a social life 

 exhausted ❑ unable to be touched 

 stressed ❑ feel useless 

 angry ❑ feel tormented 

 agitated ❑ depressed 

 lonely ❑  sad 

 unable to walk far ❑ feel sick 

 unable to have an intimate relationship ❑ feel untidy because I can’t wear  

 proper clothes ❑ other (please specify below) 

 

 

 

On a scale from 0 to 10, I would score my pain intensity at its worst as:  

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
An acceptable pain level for me would be? 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
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WHERE I  FEEL  MY PAIN  

 

 

 
 

 

I have shown the pain is 
 

 

Deep inside my body by  
 

* colouring it BLUE  
*drawing a circle  

 
* Please delete one  

 

 

On the surface of my skin by  
 

* colouring it RED  
*drawing a rectangle  

 
* Please delete one 
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